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I NTRODUCT ION 

The land labile satellite co .. unications are now planned allover the world 
and par t I y delonst ra ted by I NIIIARSA T. I n order to i DIP I eDent to the '1'0 i ce 
cOlllunications via geostationarY satellite. CIT of -16- -12dB/ K is required to 
the lobi Ie terlinals. This paper presents the design and the characteristics 
01 a newly developed 5 ele.ent one dilensional array antenna which achieves the 
high GIT ol-I2dB/ K, applicab le lor INMARSAT-M s,ste" 

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 

As the lobi Ie terlinals app) ied to the vehicle. one dilensional array antenna 
is conven ient to ilPie.enl a low profi Ie and 8 simple sate l lite tracking syslel. 
The developed array antenna shown in Fig 1, is constructed with 5 cavity backed 
spiral elelents which has a good axial ratio characteristics in wide frequency 
band and it can achieve 200 .. height. The e lelent construct ion is shown in 
Fig . 2. The spiral elelent is ntched b)' the skirt. This array antenna forls 
a fan ben with 76- XIS- ben width. wide in elevation plane and narrow in 
aziluth plane and it lakes the satellite tracking in only aziluth plane 
poss i b Ie. As the sa te II i te track i ng systel. the cOllb i na t i on of the open loop 
contr ol and the closed loop control is adopted. For the open loop control. the 
anguier rate sensor is used to direct the antenna to the satell ite at the signal 
outage. when the antenna is shadowed. On the other hand, the ben dithering 
lethod in aziluth plane is adopted to overcole the high rate vehicle's turn, as 
the closed loop control. Fig.3 shows the block diann of the antenna feed, and 
it includes 1 bit loaded- line type phase shifter to dither the ben in high 
frequency. 
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Fig.l 5 Elelent Cavity Backed Spiral Antenna 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

As this arraY appl ies the 5 eluent cavit)' backed spiral antenna. the broad 
frequenc)' band characteristics of the axial ratio less than l.adS and the return 
loss less than ladS can be obtained as shown in Fig.4. The antenna pattern 
characteristics in aziluth plane and elevation plane are shown in Fig.S and 
Fig.6. The sidelobe levels in aziluth are suppressed less than -15dB b:,- the 
aperture distribution control in Fig.3. The offset angle between two dithered 
patterns is set at 3- to get enough tracking error, and to .ini.ize the gain 
degradation 01 O.2dB at crossover poi nt fr ol the beal peak. The gain and the 
antenna noise te.perature characteristics at the typi ca l elevation setting angle 
01 the arr8¥ antenna are shown in Table I. It shot's that this antenna systel 
satisfies the GIT of -12dB/K. all elevation angles above 5- by 5 different 
settings. The tracking accuracies in the open and the closed loop lode are shown 
in Table 2. The tracking accuracies in both closed loop control and open loop 
cont r ol are less than ±S- at the vehicle turning rate of 20 - Is. 
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Fig.2 Construction of Cavity Backed Spiral Antenna 
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Fig.4 Return Loss & Axial Ratio of One Dilensional Arra~ 
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Fig.S Aziluth Pattern of One Dilensional Array 
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CONCLUSION 

The cav ity backed spiral ar ray antenna for land mobile vo ice COlllllunications is 
developed. And it can satisfy the high Gil of -12dB/K and achieves a low profile 
of 20011111 height . Further.ore , silPle tracking system can be confirled to be suit 
able to the vehic le. 
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Table I GIT versus Elevation Angle 
(Noise Temperature of LNA & Oup!exer ; 192K) 

Elevation 
Set Ang Ie 

(deg) 

15 . 0 

30.0 

45 . 0 

60.0 

75.0 

Elevation Minilull Antenna 
Coverage Gain Noise 

(deg) (dBle) Teop. (K) 

5 . 0-25.0 12. 7 98 . 9 

15.0-45.0 12.9 88.0 

35 . 0-60 . 0 13.2 80.5 

45.0-70.0 12 . 9 69.5 

60.0-90.0 12. 7 71.7 

Table 2 Tracking Accuracy 
(Turning Rate; 20 0 Is) 

Mode Tracking Accuracy 

Closed loop ± 10 r . II. s. 

Open loop ± 50 within 30 sec. 
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Systell 
G/T 

(dB/K) 

lin. 
-11.9 

III j n. 
- 11.6 

II in. 
-11.5 

III in. 
-11.3 

lIin. 
-11 . 5 


